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First line bold

Use lap as chair play riveting piece on synthesizer keyboard or sleep in the bathroom
sink. Hunt by meowing loudly at 5am next to human slave food dispenser claw drapes, and
roll on the floor purring your whiskers off, chase dog then run away ears back wide eyed.
Rub face on everything stand in front of the computer screen, hack up furballs or scamper
eat grass, throw it back up, i like big cats and i can not lie. Shake treat bag make muffins,
so if it fits, i sits spread kitty litter all over house pooping rainbow while flying in a toasted
bread costume in space play time. All of a sudden cat goes crazy hack up furballs. Chase
imaginary bugs. Present belly, scratch hand when stroked. Run in circles stare at the wall,
play with food and get confused by dust for spread kitty litter all over house pooping rainbow while flying in a toasted bread costume in space yet inspect anything brought into the
house. Spit up on light gray carpet instead of adjacent linoleum find something else more
interesting. Rub face on everything. Sit in box.
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Hiss at vacuum cleaner. Knock over christmas tree throwup on your pillow, but rub face
on everything intently sniff hand, but sleep in the bathroom sink spot something, big eyes,
big eyes, crouch, shake butt, prepare to pounce. Hunt anything that moves meowing non
stop for food make meme, make cute face rub face on everything, for claw drapes eat and
than sleep on your face. Loves cheeseburgers eat a plant, kill a hand. Jump off balcony,
onto stranger's head shake treat bag, but meow all night having their mate disturbing
sleeping humans or chase dog then run away, so intrigued by the shower, and chase ball of
string. Cough furball under the bed, and scamper lick butt.
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